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Confirmation of triple shape coexistence in179Hg: Focal plane spectroscopy
of the a decay of 183Pb
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Thea decay of183Pb has been studied in detail at the focal plane of the RITU gas-filled separator. The four
previously knowna decay branches have been ordered into the decay of two isomers in183Pb. The deduced
decay scheme and the interpretation of the inferreda decay hindrance factors andg rays observed at the focal
plane are strongly in favor of the recent suggestion of triple shape coexistence—oblate, prolate, and near-
spherical in the daughter nucleus179Hg.
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Shape coexistence is a common phenomenon in the
lead and mercury isotopes@1#. While all the known lead
isotopes are believed to have spherical ground states,
now well-established that, in the light lead nuclei, a prol
intruder configuration becomes yrast at low spin, reachin
minimum for neutron numberN5103 @2,3#. The most im-
pressive example to date of shape coexistence in the
lead nuclei has been found in186Pb, where the lowest thre
states populated in thea decay of190Po all haveJp501 and
were inferred to be associated with spherical, oblate,
prolate minima, respectively@4#.

In the light odd-A mercury isotopes,181,183,185Hg, a simi-
lar situation pertains. However, in this case the competit
is between low-lying prolate rotational bands and exci
configurations built on a 13/21 oblate isomer@5–7#. Two
recent studies by Kondevet al. have supplied evidence for
new phenomenon in the context of both the light merc
and gold isotopes, namely, the existence of three diffe
shapes: oblate, prolate,and near-spherical, at low excitatio
in 179Hg @8# and 175Au @9#. In the case of179Hg, the basis of
this assignment rests on the interpretation of a high-spin
cay scheme obtained by correlatingg rays detected in the
Gammasphere array with recoils and the characteristic179Hg
a decay at the focal plane of the Fragment Mass Analy
~FMA! @8#. This analysis of the179Hg decay scheme differ
strongly from the known oblate/prolate shape coexistenc
the heavier odd-A mercury isotopes and it is, therefore, ne
essary to obtain additional information to further constr
this interpretation.
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An independent approach to the issue of shape coe
ence, and a technique which has been successfully empl
in locating the triplet of 01 states in186Pb @4# among others,
is to study thea decay into the nucleus of interest.a decay
may be particularly revealing since it is very sensitive to t
structure of low-lying states in both the parent and daugh
nuclei. Analysis of decay branches, lifetimes,g rays corre-
lated with a decays at the focal plane, and especiallya
decay hindrance factors, may be highly instructive.

In the present Rapid Communication, we have aimed
investigate the claimed shape coexistence in179Hg by study-
ing thea decay of 183Pb. A 200 MeV 42Ca beam from the
K5130 cyclotron at the University of Jyva¨skylä was inci-
dent on a target consisting of two stacked 500mg/cm2 self-
supporting 144Sm metallic foils, producing183Pb via the
144Sm(42Ca,3n) reaction. Gamma rays at the target positi
were detected by the JUROSPHERE II array consisting
seven TESSA-type@10#, five Nordball@11#, and 15 Eurogam
Phase I detectors@12#. Fusion-evaporation residues we
separated from scattered beam and fission products usin
RITU gas-filled separator. The fusion products were i
planted in a 80 mm335 mm silicon strip detector at the foca
plane. The subsequenta decay of these residues was r
corded in the strip detector and thea decay spectrum was
calibrated using the known activities of180Hg, 179Hg, and
176Pt. The focal plane was surrounded by three Nordball@11#
and two TESSA-type@10# Ge detectors affording a total ef
ficiency of about 1% at 1.3 MeV.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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TABLE I. a particle energies,Qa values, absolute intensities, branching ratios, anda decay hindrance
factors~HF! for the a decay of183Pb. HF are calculated assuming no angular momentum change,DL50,
and under the assumption thatabr5100% taken from systematics. HF are evaluated relative to the red
a widths for the 01→01 a decays of the neighboring even-even lead nuclei using the Rasmussen pre
tion @23#. The table is divided into those decays from the low-spin isomer~top! and the high-spin isome
~bottom!.

From Ref.@16# Present work
Ea (keV) I a ~%! Ea (keV) Qa (keV) I a ~%! Branch~%! HF

6579~15! 5.5~20! 6570~10! 6717~10! 4.3~6! 28~4! 2.0~4!

6781~15! 20~4! 6775~7! 6926~7! 11.0~8! 72~5! 4.4~5!

6712~10! 72~4! 6698~5! 6848~5! 82.7~5.4! 97~6! 1.3~1!

6874~15! 2.5~10! 6860~11! 7013~11! 1.9~5! 3~1! 203~55!
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Two a decay lines were initially reported for183Pb by
Schreweet al. @13#; this original work was subsequently con
firmed by Tothet al. @14#. Later work such as that of Kelle
et al. @15# and Tothet al. @16# resolved four distincta decays
~see Table I!. However, prior to the present work, the d
tailed a decay scheme for183Pb had not been establishe
and it was assumed that the foura decays represente
branches from a singlea decaying state. The present wo
confirms the existence of these four previously knowna
decays~see Fig. 1! and, for the first time, with the adde
possibility of studying correlations withg rays in both
prompt and delayed coincidence with thea decay at the
focal plane, we have been able to construct a consis
scheme for thea decay of 183Pb ~see Fig. 2!.

Each of the four observeda lines is seen to be correlate
with the single knowna line in the daughter nucleus,179Hg
~see Fig. 3!. This clearly demonstrates that all of thea de-
cays proceed directly or indirectly to a singlea-decaying
state in179Hg. Moreover, measuring the lifetimes associa
with the four a decays allows them to be divided into tw
pairs of decays from two different states—one with a ha
life of 415~20! ms and one with a half-life of 535~30! ms~see
Fig. 2!. These values supersede earlier half-life measu

FIG. 1. Totala spectrum obtained in the present work. Thea
lines associated with183Pb are marked with theira particle energy.
a decays associated with other nuclei are labeled according to
origin.
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ments in the literature which present only one half-life for
the observed activity, variously quoted as 300~80! ms @13#
and a later value of 433~236! ms @17#. The details of the
observeda decays are presented in Table I and exhibit go
correspondence in terms ofa particle energies and branchin
ratios with the earlier work of Tothet al. @16#. Since in this
earlier work the activity was not implanted in the detec
but rather was transported and implanted on a rotating wh
with a detector at some distance away, the effects of elec
summing will have been minimal@16#, and we can safely
infer from the close correspondence in branching ratios
tween these independent studies, that thea peaks observed
in the present work originate solely froma decays and do
not represent spurious peaks due to electron summing.

Observing coincidences withg rays at the focal plane, we
find that the 6698~5! keV and 6570~10! keV a decays feed
excited states in179Hg which decay byg emission. The
6698~5! keV a decay is correlated with twog rays with
energies of 110.8~3! and 60.6~2! keV which are in prompt
coincidence with each other, but in delayed coincidence w
the emission of thea particle @see Fig. 4~bottom!#. The
half-life of the isomeric state at 172 keV from which the
transitions decay is determined to be 6.4(9)ms by fitting
the time difference between the 6698~5! keV a decay and the

eir FIG. 2. Decay scheme showing thea decay of two isomers in
183Pb to low-lying states in179Hg.
1-2
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subsequent 111 and 61 keVg rays or associated x rays from
a total of 933~31! coincident events.

By matching the intensity of the observedg rays to the
intensity of the coincident 6698~5! keV a decay we may
straightforwardly obtain total conversion coefficients for t
two g rays. This yields a total conversion coefficient for t
111 keV transition of aa tot546.3(8.5) which corresponds t
the calculated value,a tot547.3 for anM2 transition@18#.
Moreover, sinceK shell internal conversion may only occu
for the 111 keV transition and not the 61 keV transition, w
can also obtainaK543(10) for the 111 keV, which is con
sistent with the expectedaK531.5 @18#. The half-life of
6.4(9) ms associated with this transition is comparable
the Weisskopf estimate for anM2 transition of 1.2ms. Ap-
plying the same methodology, we obtain a total convers
coefficient,a tot55.6(7) for the 61 keV transition, in clos
conformity to the expected value,a tot56.3 for anM1 tran-
sition.

FIG. 3. a-particle energy spectrum for parenta decays in183Pb,
correlated with a subsequent179Hg a decay of 6288 keV, within a
search time of 1 s.

FIG. 4. Gamma rays coincident witha particles at the focal
plane of the RITU spectrometer:~top! g rays in prompt coincidence
with the 6570~10! keV a decay;~bottom! g rays in delayed coin-
cidence with the 6698~5! keV a decay.
01130
n

The 6570~10! keV a decay was found to be in promp
coincidence with a 217 keVg ray @see Fig. 4~top!#. No
delayed gamma rays were observed in coincidence with
a line. Since the 217 keV transition is in prompt coinciden
with the a decay, the available multipolarities are limited
E1, E2, andM1/E2. The observedK x-ray lines allow a
conversion coefficient ofaK50.16(5) to be deduced for th
217 keV transition. Given thataK(E1) is calculated to be
0.05,E1 multipolarity can be ruled out. The measured co
version coefficient is close to that expected for anE2 (aK

50.14) transition and much smaller than that for a pureM1
transition;aK50.75 @18#. However, given the extended na
ture of the source and, hence, the inherent uncertainties in
efficiency of g-ray detection at the focal plane, we cann
rule out the possibility that it is a mixedM1/E2 transition
with a largeE2 admixture.

Using the recoil-decay-tagging~RDT! technique, it was
possible to correlateg rays at the target position measure
by the JUROSPHERE II array with each of the twoa de-
caying states. The results of this analysis will be reported
detail elsewhere@19#.

The light lead nuclei are all believed to be spherical
low excitation energy due to the presence of theZ582 shell
gap. Long-lived isomeric states in the light odd-A lead nuclei
are produced by coupling a neutron single particle to
spherical core, leading to the systematic appearance of
a-decaying isomeric states with very similar half-lives. F
example, in185Pb, two isomers have been located and ha
been shown by means of laser spectroscopy to have s
parities of 3/22 and 13/21, respectively@20#. Two isomers
with the same spin/parity as those in185Pb are also propose
for 187Pb @21,22#. These two isomers arise naturally fro
placing the odd neutron in thep3/2 and i 13/2 orbitals, respec-
tively. Isomers of similar origin should occur in183Pb, al-
though for lower neutron numbers it will become progre
sively more favorable to create a hole in the neutronh9/2
shell, leading to the possibility of a spin/parity of 9/22 for
the low spin isomer.

Let us review the decay of the twoa-emitting states in
183Pb in turn, in view of the expectations from the behav
of the heavier odd-A lead nuclei. The strongesta line ob-
served in the present work of 6698~5! keV would be most
consistent with a 13/21→13/21 decay. Indeed, the stronge
a decay from both185Pb @20# and 187Pb @21# has been given
such an assignment. This is not surprising, since the 131

state serves as an yrast-trap catching the majority of the
from high spin states populated in a fusion-evaporation re
tion. While the 13/21 state in the lead nuclei is a spheric
single particle state, in the odd-A mercury isotopes the 13/21

state is believed to correspond to the weak coupling of
i 13/2 neutron with an oblate core. Using the Rasmussen
malism @23#, we extract a hindrance factor for the 6698~5!
keV a decay of 1.3~1!, i.e., essentially unhindered, which
entirely expected for a transition connecting states with
same spin/parity, corresponding to the one-step remova
two protons to change from thep(0p20h) lead core to the
p(0p22h) oblate mercury core. The inferred 13/21 state in
179Hg decays byg-ray transitions of 60.6~2! keV and
1-3
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110.8~3! keV with multipolarities deduced to beM1 and
M2, respectively. Assuming a stretched cascade, this imp
that they decay to a state withJp of 7/22. This is in complete
conformity with the spin/parity of 7/22 assigned to the
ground state of179Hg by Kondevet al. @8#. Moreover, the
9/22 state at 61 keV to which the 111 keVg ray decays,
coincides with the location of a 9/22 state in the in-beam
decay scheme of Kondevet al. @8#. The ground-state spin
parity of 179Hg was assigned on the basis of the unhinde
a decay to a 7/22 state in175Pt @24#, followed by an unhin-
dereda decay to the first excited state of171Os @25# which
has been assigned a spin/parity of 7/22 as a member of the
5/22@523# ground-state band@26#.

A consistent interpretation of the low-lying states in179Hg
now emerges and, in contrast to181,183Hg where the separa
tion of the 13/21 isomer and the 1/22 ground state is un-
known @5,6#, it has been possible to extract the energy se
ration between the oblate 13/21 isomer and the ground stat
in 179Hg, which is 172 keV~see Fig. 2!. We note in passing
that the associated half-life for theM2 decay from the 13/21

state in179Hg implies a hindrance factor relative to the We
skopf estimate of 5.2~7!. For comparison, the hindrance o
the M2 transition in the present work is of similar order
the decay from the 13/21 isomer in 183Tl @27#, where the
large hindrance is attributable to the decay connecting a
late 13/21 bandhead to a weakly oblate 9/22 state.

Kondev et al. argue on the basis of their decay sche
that the ground state of179Hg does not have a large prola
deformation, but is near-spherical with a weak prolate de
mation (e2;0.15) @8#. Their argument rests on several fa
tors. Firstly, from their decay scheme it is clear that cons
erable structural change occurs at low excitation energy w
a number of levels with irregular energy spacing in the fi
700 keV. There is evidence for a sequence built on
ground state with a very low moment of inertia, indicative
a low deformation. This sequence is crossed around
15/22 by a well-deformed, strongly-coupled band which w
assigned a 5/22@512# configuration. The only plausible man
ner in which to account for the existence of the 7/22 ground
state is to place the odd neutron in theh9/2 or f 7/2 orbitals
which only lie near the Fermi surface at small prolate def
mations @8#. By establishing a spin/parity of 7/22 for the
179Hg ground state in the present work, we require sim
arguments to explain the parentage of the ground st
Moreover, the fact that we do observe a 6860~11! keV a
decay from the 13/21 state in183Pb to the179Hg ground state
indicates major structural differences between179Hg and the
heavier odd-A mercury isotopes,181,183Hg since a seconda
decay branch from the 13/21 isomer has not been observe
in 185,187Pb @20#. This is unsurprising since the lattera de-
cays should be highly forbidden as they involve both a ma
structural changeand a large change in angular momentum
given that 181,183Hg have Jp51/22 ground states arising
from the strong coupling of ap3/2 neutron to a prolate
p(4p-6h) core. The deduced hindrance factor for t
6860~11! keV decay is 203~55! @or 67~18! if the angular mo-
mentum dependence,DL53, is taken into account#. This is
too large for a decay from a spherical state in the parent
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spherical state in the daughter with change in angular m
mentum, which would have a more typical hindrance fac
around four. Large hindrance factors are most commonly
sociated with structural change between parent and daug
states. For example,a decays have not been observed fro
the spherical 3/22 isomer in 185Pb and 187Pb to the 1/22

ground state in the daughter nuclei~the bandhead of the
1/22@521# prolate configuration!. The lower limits for the
hindrance factors, calculated forDL50, for sucha decays
were set at around 600 and 500 for185Pb and187Pb, respec-
tively @20#. The hindrance factor associated with th
6860~11! keV a decay in the present work is large, indica
ing structural change, but is significantly lower than the v
ues associated with the highly forbidden decays in185,187Pb,
especially when the angular momentum change (DL53) is
taken into account. We conclude that the deduced hindra
factor for thea decay is not inconsistent with the structur
change associated with a decay connecting a spherical
in 183Pb with the ground state of179Hg which has been sug
gested to arise from the coupling of ah9/2 or f 7/2 neutron to
a weakly-deformed prolate core@8#.

The 6775 keVa decay from the low spin isomer als
feeds the 7/22 ground state in179Hg directly. The low hin-
drance factor of 4.4~5! for this decay again points to a deca
from a spherical isomer in183Pb to a near spherical groun
state in179Hg. However, the hindrance factor is around fou
suggesting a modest change in angular momentum. The
ond branch from the low spin isomer has ana-particle en-
ergy of 6570 keV and feeds an excited state 217 keV ab
the ground state. On the basis of associated x-ray intens
the g ray which deexcites this state is most likely anE2
transition, although our analysis cannot exclude the poss
ity of it being a mixedM1/E2 deexcitation. The inferred
hindrance factor for the 6570 keVa decay is very low
@2.0~4!# and would be most consistent with ana decay con-
necting states of the same spin and parity in the parent
daughter. Accepting this usual interpretation for the h
drance factor leads to two different scenarios depending
whether theJp values of the low spin isomer in183Pb remain
3/22, as in the heavier odd-A lead nuclei or have changed t
9/22 due to the ability to access theh9/2 orbital. The former
possibility seems the more likely as the 6570 keVa decay
would correspond to a favored 3/22 to 3/22 a decay with a
subsequent decay to the179Hg ground state by a 217 keVE2
transition—the most likely multipolarity deduced from th
observedK x-ray yield. The alternate possibility involves
9/22 assignment to the183Pb isomer which would be diffi-
cult to reconcile with the possibility of a relatively fastM2
transition ~half-life ;ms) connecting the two isomers i
183Pb—our decay scheme implies a separation between
high and low spin isomer in183Pb of 79~6! keV. The relative
a intensities and half-lives of the isomers in183Pb do not
support such competition. We, therefore, strongly prefer
3/22 assignment to the low spin isomer in183Pb. Clearly, it
would be desirable to more rigorously assign the sp
parities of both isomers directly. Such a determination h
recently been performed for both isomers in185Pb by An-
dreyevet al. @20# using resonance laser ion spectroscopy.
1-4
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Let us review the information supplied by the detaileda
decay spectroscopy of183Pb. Firstly, it is clear that a pro
nounced structural change has taken place on moving f
181,183Hg to 179Hg. We have observed a seconda branch
from the 13/21 isomer in 183Pb to the ground state of179Hg.
Such ana branch has not been observed in the heavier l
nuclei, nor would it be expected to be since such a de
would correspond to considerable structural rearrangem
as well as a large change in angular momentum fromJp

513/21 to Jp51/22. The observed hindrance factor of th
13/21 to 7/22 a decay in183Pb is inconsistent with a deca
between a spherical state in the parent and a spherical sta
the daughter nucleus. The magnitude of the hindrance fa
suggests structural change and would be consistent with
a decay connecting a spherical state in the parent wit
weakly prolate deformed state in the daughter. Our confirm
tion of the ground-state spin/parity of179Hg and the proper-
h-
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ties of thea decays from183Pb support the suggestion th
the ground state of179Hg is near spherical made by Konde
et al. on the basis of their in-beam179Hg decay scheme@8#.
This near spherical configuration completes the triplet
shapes—prolate, oblate, and near spherical near the gr
state in 179Hg.
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